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Log-based Predictive Maintenance

·  Helps determine the running condition of in-service equipment to predict when
and where repairs should be performed

Logs from various software applications
record detailed operations of equipment

Mining logs helps in detecting potential
issues in advance.



Maintenance Service Process and Data Flow
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How is Model Used in Real-life?

Alarm: component ABC of

Alarm
threshold

machine XYZ is about to
fail in N days Alarm free

Review => Corrective action is taken
to prevent the failure.

Prediction frequency time
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Too  late  to  be  considered  a  success;

How is Model Evaluated in Real-life?

True positive
example:

Alert A failure
occurs

A piece of data whose size
= Prediction frequency

False positive
example:

Invalid prediction
(neither TP nor FP):
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Enough time to act (domain user must define the
latest time)

Too early to be considered a success (domain
user must define the earliest time)

Alerts should be muted in
Responsive Duration



3  true  alerts  but  only  count  1  TP  (1

How is Model Evaluated in Real-life? (cont.)
Counting of TP/FP:

occurs

Enough time to act

2 false alerts but only count 1 FP (1 Responsive Duration
can only have at most 1 FP)

Too early to be treated success
·  Recall: TP/ All failures
·  Precision: TP/ (TP+ FP)
·  Predictive-Maintenance-based AUC (PM-AUC): computed like regular PR-
AUC but using the above defined TP and FP.
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Application Event Logs: the X
·  Logs contain every detail of how an equipment was being operated.
·  Logs contain complicated data types.

Time stamp    Eventcode                                Message text

event

Encoded

Temporal
sequence Categorical

variables

Time
series

Unstructured
text



Service Data: the Y
·  Service data records details of performed services:

·  service open/close date
·  equipment id
·  component replacement
·  …

·  Not always correct but reasonable assumption:
a component replacement is the consequence of the component failure

We can use historical service data to correlate any known component failure with
its corresponding equipment, time and relevant logs.
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The Methodology

We propose a simple but effective algorithm for the resulting MIL problem
with imbalanced labels and high-dimensional features



(e.g.	one	week)





• It	is	preferable	to	have	an	interpretable	model	so	that	experts	are	
able	to	review	it.	This	allows	for	incorporation	of	expert	feedback	into	
the	modeling	process.	

• We	use	methods	with	L1	regularization	to	build	sparse	linear	model	
which	the	domain	experts	can	easily	review.	
– Such	a	model	consists	of	a	weighted	sum	of	a	relatively	small	numbers	of	

predictive	features,	with	the	weights	specifying	their	precise	
contributions	to	the	decision.	

– Furthermore,	known	noisy	or	irrelevant	features	specified	by	experts	can	
be	easily	excluded	from	the	new	modeling	process.	







·  Competing  MIL algorithms

Domain-based Evaluation Results
·  Data

· AllInstance (ICML, 2005)
· Aggregated
· MILES (PAMI, 2006)
· MI-SVM (NIPS, 2003)

PM-AUC comparison (bag-level 5 CV with stratified sampling):



70%  precision
80%  recall  with

PM-ROC with Different Model Complexity

70% precision
25% recall with
7-day predictive
interval

Simple model can
be reviewed for root
cause analysis

See more results in paper:
·  On Utility of Single Features
·  Local vs Global Models

7-day predictive
interval



Deployment

§§  Guided the client in implementing the approach on SAS platform.

Re-implemented the approach
in SAS EM workflow alert scores

User portal
for decision
support

Predicted alerts for all the
monitored equipments stored
in a central DB



Thank you for your time! Questions?

End-to-end Predictive Maintenance App available at Skytree, Inc
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